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Abstract

What if we designed a tool to automatically prove the dynamical properties of systems for which analytic proof is difficult or impossible to obtain? Such a tool would represent a significant advance in the understanding of complex dynamical systems with nonlinearities. This is precisely what this paper offers: a solution to the problem of automatically proving some dynamic stability properties of complex systems with multiple discontinuities and modes of operation modelled as hybrid dynamical systems. For this purpose, we propose a reinterpretation of some stability properties from a computational viewpoint, chiefly by using the computer science concepts of safety and liveness. However, these concepts need to be redefined within the framework of hybrid dynamical systems. In computer science terms, here, we consider the problem of automatically disproving the liveness properties of nonlinear hybrid dynamical systems. For this purpose, we define a new property, which we call deadness. This is a dynamically-aware property of a hybrid system which, if true, disproves the liveness property by means of a finite execution. We formally define this property, and give an algorithm which can derive deadness properties automatically for a type of liveness property called inevitability. We show how this algorithm works for a simplified model of an oilwell drillstring.
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1. Introduction

A hybrid dynamical system is a mathematical model for a part of the real world where discrete and continuous parts interact with each other. Such systems can model all kinds of situations, from biological systems [19, 28] to a controller interacting with its environment [62, 64], from electronic circuits [35, 48] to mechanical systems [46].

Suppose we have a hybrid system, which is modelled in a particular framework. We might try analysing this model mathematically to work out what would happen in the system, using Lyapunov stability theory [13, 21, 30, 44, 49]. However, it is typically unclear what the behaviour patterns of a general hybrid system are, due to the interactions of the continuous dynamics and the discrete transitions. So although we can define mathematically what we would like to be true, it is not necessarily possible to decide whether this is actually true.

As a second choice, maybe we consider simulation as a method for discovering what the behaviour patterns of the system are. With this method we can get a very clear idea of what might happen for particular start states, but it is hard to know that we have covered all possible behaviour patterns of a system, no matter how many simulations we run.

This leads to a third option of analysing the system: formal verification. This involves analysing the hybrid system using automatic methods to see if it conforms to some desired pattern. The verification process involves specifying the model of the system, specifying the property we wish it to conform to, and then checking if the model satisfies the desired property. This checking phase can be achieved with either logical deduction (deductive verification or theorem proving) [2, 53], or an exhaustive search of the states in the system [17, 58].

Whichever method is used to find the relationship between the system and the property, we must first have a specification of the system itself, which can be framed in many terms; we use the hybrid automaton framework [4, 39, 46]. With this background model, we then specify the patterns we wish the system to obey, which are usually framed as logical properties in some defined logic, although other approaches have been proposed [15]. Some possible logics include linear temporal logic (LTL) [54], computation tree logic (CTL) [24], and the class of various metric temporal logics [5, 41].

In hybrid dynamical systems, the vast majority of logical properties studied have been invariance properties, which say that a system will always satisfy some logical expression for all time [18, 33, 58]. These invariance properties are a subset of the more general class of safety properties, which
have an informal definition which says that a ‘bad thing’ never happens, and is the type of properties that have attracted more attention in the field of hybrid systems, together with model checking techniques [60]. It is interesting to highlight the application of model checking techniques to automatically generate switching controllers for linear hybrid automata [10, 11]. The approach proposed in our paper has not been designed for controller synthesis. However, it could be used to evaluate the performance of closed-loop systems by automatically checking the satisfaction of some dynamical properties after a controller has been applied to the system. We stress the fact that we deal with nonlinear hybrid automata. This entails more difficulties than for linear hybrid automata for the automatic generation of controllers. Verification techniques for nonlinear systems are not as common as for linear systems. A recent tool for the verification of properties (model validation and parameter synthesis) for hybrid systems with nonlinear dynamics – in particular, piecewise nonlinear systems – is the Breach tool [22]. We also highlight the verification for nonlinear hybrid automata using barrier certificates [57].

The complementary property to safety is liveness, which has been barely touched as a formal verification problem for continuous-time systems. Some kind of liveness is implicit in various dynamical properties such as strictly decreasing Lyapunov functions, periodic orbits, and proving that solutions of differential equations exist, however explicit statement and computational proof of liveness properties has only happened in certain classes of hybrid systems. These classes include linear hybrid automata [6], where the dynamics are always solvable, and also systems for which piecewise constant bounds on the derivatives can be given [36], where approximations of the reachable space are easy to find. There is also recent work on proving subclasses of liveness in continuous and hybrid systems: inevitability properties [16, 23, 61] and region stability [45, 55, 56]. Inevitability says that ‘eventually a certain region of the state-space is reached’, and is the simplest of the liveness properties both for specification and proof. Liveness has also been considered in examples, for instance [40] looks at safety and liveness for a controller for an automatic intersection, and [25] proves liveness properties showing that robots move in a certain way.

There are also academics who consider time-bounded liveness properties instead of liveness properties on infinite time, and these include [9, 29]. Such bounded liveness properties are effectively safety properties in the way they are proved, so are generally considered less complex. However, there are some essential properties of systems which cannot be transformed into a time-bounded form, like infinite recurrence of states for instance. We should
also distinguish liveness from the similarly-named concept of livelock which comes from the theory of parallel processes. Livelock and deadlock are both notions of two (or more) processes interfering with each other to stop useful motion occurring. Deadlock is where the two systems block each other from any further motion, whereas livelock is when the states of the systems keep changing, but the desired thing never happens. In this sense, both deadlock and livelock are like counter-examples to liveness, as they prove that the desired thing does not happen. In the world of parallel programs, tight definitions of deadlock and livelock are given by [63], and in hybrid control systems definitions are given by [1].

In this paper, we consider (unbounded) safety and liveness properties that can be written in a logic such as linear temporal logic (LTL), and will give a formal definition for these properties on hybrid automata, using the ideas of [3] who defined what a safety or liveness property is in concurrent programs. In dynamical systems, liveness properties can characterise many useful properties, as liveness says that something eventually becomes true. For instance, liveness can characterise the idea of convergence to some desired state, a key part of Lyapunov stability theory. The property of always returning to some desired state can also be characterised by a liveness property. In this paper we relate liveness properties to some stability-related properties of hybrid dynamical systems, mainly, global attractivity. Attractivity encompasses the idea that a system trajectory will keep getting closer and closer to a desired point in space. Stability and attractivity capture the intuition that we have about good behaviour of a dynamical system, but are not easy to prove automatically. We highlight that the stability-like properties covered by our approach are conceptually different than practical stability. Practical stability was originally proposed to deal with practical control problems, mainly, the study of finite time control and stability [31, 67, 68]. It is related to convergence to behaviours with pre-specified bounds during a fixed time interval. It is similar to uniform boundedness, but in contrast to uniform boundedness, in practical stability the bounds in the state space and time are pre-defined [42].

Liveness properties are characterised by the idea that, at any finite point in an execution, they could always be satisfied at some point in the future, or alternatively that the only type of execution which can disprove such a property is one of infinite length. In continuous space-time it can be very difficult to be able to find infinite length paths. If we could gain some knowledge about the future of a finite execution then we may be able to disprove the liveness property without actually having to find the whole infinite execution. Our idea is that we can stop an execution if we know it
will never satisfy the liveness property, due to some dynamical knowledge about the future of this execution. With this in mind, we define a new type of dynamically-aware property which can disprove a liveness property with a finite length path. This is the concept of **deadness**, which captures the idea that there could exist another property which, if it is true, implies that the liveness property can never hold in the system: 'if a system is dead it can never be live again’.

After defining deadness formally (Section 5), we introduce an algorithm to find deadness properties automatically on nonlinear hybrid automata (Section 6), which is a step forward in proving liveness in hybrid systems. The algorithm works for special cases of liveness and deadness, specifically, it finds a deadness property for an inevitability property. The novel idea of our algorithm is that the verification procedure is guided by stability-like properties of the equilibria present in the system. For this, the notion of hybrid-space equilibria is introduced. In Section 7, we then discuss how to implement this algorithm and how to use it to prove deadness (therefore disproving liveness), and describe our implementation. The algorithm uses invariant sets around undesired equilibria as ‘dead sets’ which disprove liveness if they can be proven to be reached. To practically prove deadness, we need to find at least one execution of the hybrid automaton which eventually reaches one of the dead sets. We interpret this problem as a satisfiability (SAT) problem, and we have made a prototype implementation using MATLAB and iSAT (a hybrid system SAT solver) [27].

The next section (Section 2) shows the problem addressed by this work in more detail, by means of a motivating example. In Section 8, we will return to the example to demonstrate the properties and methods presented. In the example, we analyse a particular type of liveness property which fits in our general framework. Specifically, we will disprove the global attractivity of one of the equilibrium points of the motivating example.

In brief, the contribution of this paper is four-fold. First, we propose a novel framework to disprove liveness properties on general hybrid systems. In this context, we offer a new formal definition of liveness for general hybrid automata, based on the ideas of [3] and using future unaware executions to make the concept of liveness independent of the actual dynamics of the hybrid automaton, making our results applicable to more general hybrid automata than in already-published works. Second, the systems under study are a class of nonlinear hybrid automata, where the dynamical system within every discrete location is nonlinear (including linear dynamics). We consider hybrid automata with multiple isolated equilibrium points, for which some discrete locations/subsystems may have no equilibrium point,
which is the typical situation in complex systems which consist of different interdependent and interlocking subsystems with different set points of each operation mode [49]. These types of systems have not been treated before in this context. Third, we define a dynamically-aware logical property called deadness for nonlinear hybrid automata and propose a practical method to find such deadness properties automatically. With this, we introduce a framework to help prove more instances of properties on hybrid systems, as using a deadness property can increase our ability to find counterexamples to liveness properties by only requiring finite executions of hybrid automata to be found. Finally, we propose a dynamically-driven verification method, by which we mean that the way the method works is guided by properties of the dynamics of the hybrid automata, which is a novel approach in verification. The dynamical properties used in the method are stability-like properties of the equilibria present in the system. These properties are either directly available or can be automatically derived from the description of the system.

The restrictions on the dynamics of the hybrid automata that our algorithm for finding dead sets can handle are two: 1) we consider equilibria that can trap executions of the hybrid automata in one location only (see Section 6), and 2) in order to build the dead sets, our hybrid automata must contain at least one stable (if the discrete location has linear dynamics) or locally asymptotically stable (if the discrete location has nonlinear dynamics) equilibrium that is outside the live set. This equilibrium point can belong to any of the discrete locations. With these restrictions, the family of systems that our implementation can handle is still more general than most of the already-existing results on proving properties of hybrid dynamical systems. Even though our algorithm is only applicable to systems with the mentioned restrictions, the theoretical framework proposed is valid for general hybrid systems.

We note that our algorithm for finding dead sets in order to disprove a liveness property does not need to find all the stable-like equilibria of the system, it only requires to find one stable-like equilibrium outside the live set.

2. A Motivating Example

To motivate the definitions in this paper, the following discontinuous system, which can be modelled as a hybrid automaton, is considered. It is a model describing the torsional behaviour of a simplified oilwell vertical
drillstring that exhibits multiple equilibria and periodic oscillations [46]:

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x}_1 &= \frac{1}{J_t} \left[ - (c_t + c_1) x_1 - k_t x_2 + c_4 x_3 + u \right], \\
\dot{x}_2 &= x_1 - x_3, \\
\dot{x}_3 &= \frac{1}{J_b} \left[ c_t x_1 + k_t x_2 - (c_t + c_b) x_3 - T_{fb}(x_3) \right].
\end{align*}
\] (1)

The dot denotes derivative with respect to time. Here \(x_1\) and \(x_3\) the angular velocities of the top-rotary system and the bit, respectively, and \(x_2\) is the difference between the two angular displacements. We combine these variables into a state vector \(x = (x_1, x_2, x_3)^T \in \mathbb{R}^3\). The input torque \(u > 0\) and the weight on the bit \((W_{ob} > 0)\) are two varying parameters with \(u \in \mathbb{R}\), \(W_{ob} \in \mathbb{R}\). The discontinuous friction torque is \(T_{fb}(x_3) = f_{fb}(x_3) \sign(x_3)\), where

\[
f_{fb}(x_3) = W_{ob} R_b \left[ \mu_{cs} + (\mu_{sb} - \mu_{cs}) \exp(-\frac{\gamma_b v_f}{|x_3|}) \right].
\] (2)

Here \(R_b > 0\) is the bit radius; \(\mu_{sb}, \mu_{cs} \in (0, 1)\) are the static and Coulomb friction coefficients associated with the bit; and \(0 < \gamma_b < 1\) and \(v_f > 0\) are constants. The Coulomb and static friction torque are \(T_{cs}\) and \(T_{sb}\), respectively, with \(T_{cs} = W_{ob} R_b \mu_{cs}\), \(T_{sb} = W_{ob} R_b \mu_{sb}\). The sign function in \(T_{fb}(x_3)\) is considered as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\sign(x_3) &= x_3/|x_3| & \text{if } x_3 \neq 0, \\
\sign(x_3) &= \in [-1, 1] & \text{if } x_3 = 0.
\end{align*}
\]

The uncertainty of the system behaviour when the velocity \(x_3\) is zero is overcome by choosing an adequate mathematical model on the discontinuity surface \(\Sigma := \{x \in \mathbb{R}^3 : x_3 = 0\}\). When \(x_3 = 0\), we define \(T_{fb}\) by Utkin’s equivalent control method for sliding modes as [65]:

\[
T_{fb}(x) = u_{eq}(x) = c_t x_1 + k_t x_2 - (c_t + c_b) x_3.
\] (3)

All the parameters and variables in our model are real numbers. Typical parameter values that we will use in this work are:

\[
\begin{align*}
c_t &= 172.3067 \ \text{N m/s}, & J_b &= 471.9698 \ \text{kg m}^2, & \mu_{cs} &= 0.5, \\
k_t &= 861.5336 \ \text{N m/rad}, & c_r &= 425 \ \text{N m/s}, & J_r &= 2122 \ \text{kg m}^2, \\
\mu_{sb} &= 0.8, & u &= 6000 \ \text{N m}, & c_b &= 50 \ \text{N m/s/rad}, \\
R_b &= 0.155575 \ \text{m}, & \gamma_b &= 0.9, & \nu_f &= 1 \ \text{rad/s}.
\end{align*}
\]
This system exhibits a rich collection of behaviours depending on the competing ‘strengths’ of two locally attractive equilibrium points: one with $x_3 = 0$ and one with $x_3 > 0$. The values of $(u, W_{ob})$ vary the relative attractivity of the two equilibria, resulting in three main behaviour patterns:

- **Positive velocity equilibrium**: the bit velocity $x_3$, converges to a positive equilibrium value and $x_1 = x_3$.
- **Permanent stuck bit**: the bit stops rotating after some period of time and never starts again.
- **Stick-slip motion**: the bit velocity oscillates between zero and a positive velocity.

Figure 2 shows these three behaviour patterns.

Analysing dynamical patterns of this system is very hard, as it is with many nonlinear hybrid systems. We can identify these three behaviours by simulation, but it is very difficult to know which one will actually be present in the system for any given set of parameters (see [47] for the dynamical analysis of this model). Consequently, this model of a drillstring is an ideal
Figure 2: Top: positive velocity and permanently stuck equilibrium behaviours. Bottom: stick-slip motion. Dashed lines represent $x_1$, and solid lines represent $x_3$. For these particular trajectories, $u = 6000 \text{ N m}$ with $W_{ob}$ variable: high $W_{ob}$ ($= 59208 \text{ N}$) results in the stuck behaviour, low $W_{ob}$ ($= 50000 \text{ N}$) results in the positive velocity behaviour, and medium $W_{ob}$ ($= 53018 \text{ N}$) causes the periodic stick-slip behaviour.

In Section 8, we will return to this example and show how we can disprove that the positive velocity equilibrium is globally attractive by using the permanent stuck bit equilibrium to create a deadness property.

3. Preliminary Definitions

In this section, we introduce the key definitions which we make use of in this paper. We will firstly give those definitions relating to hybrid automata, and then we will introduce the two concepts of safety and liveness for such systems.
3.1. Hybrid Automata

Hybrid automata are a useful model of hybrid dynamical systems, since they explicitly show the interaction between the continuous and the discrete parts of the system. A variation on the classical automaton idea is used to model the discrete changes in the system, with differential equations used to model the continuous motion. We do not consider inputs in this model, but the results are not limited by this restriction.

Definition 1. ([39]) A hybrid automaton is a collection

\[ H = (Q, E, \mathcal{X}, \text{Dom}, \mathcal{F}, \text{Init}, G, R) \]

that models a hybrid system, where

- \( Q \) is a finite set of locations.
- \( E \subseteq Q \times Q \) is a finite set of edges called transitions or events.
- \( \mathcal{X} \subseteq \mathbb{R}^n \) is the continuous state-space.
- \( \text{Dom} : Q \to 2^\mathcal{X} \) is the location domain (sometimes called an invariant). It assigns a set of continuous states to each discrete location \( q \in Q \), thus, \( \text{Dom}(q) \subseteq \mathcal{X} \).
- \( \mathcal{F} = \{ f_q(x) : q \in Q \} \) is a finite set of vector fields describing the continuous dynamics in each location, such that \( f_q : \mathcal{X} \to \mathcal{X} \). Each \( f_q(x) \) is assumed to be Lipschitz continuous on the location domain for \( q \) in order to ensure that the solution exists and is unique.
- \( \text{Init} \subseteq \bigcup_{q \in Q} q \times \text{Dom}(q) \subseteq Q \times \mathcal{X} \) is a set of initial states.
- \( G : E \to 2^\mathcal{X} \) is a guard map. \( G \) assigns to each edge a set of continuous states; this set contains the states which enable the edge to be taken.
- \( R : E \times \mathcal{X} \to 2^\mathcal{X} \) is a reset map for the continuous states for each edge. It is assumed to be non-empty, so that the dynamics can only be changed, not destroyed.

Definition 2. ([39]) The hybrid state space is the set defined by

\[ \mathcal{Z} \equiv \bigcup_{q \in Q} q \times \text{Dom}(q) \subseteq Q \times \mathcal{X}. \]

That is, the set of all pairs \((q, x)\) which the hybrid automaton allows to exist. A hybrid state \( z \) is a member of the hybrid state space, or \( z = (q, x) \in \mathcal{Z} \). A hybrid set \( W \) is a subset of \( \mathcal{Z} \), that is \( W \subseteq \mathcal{Z} \).
We now define how a hybrid automaton can evolve, firstly by defining the hybrid time trajectory, and secondly by defining the execution of the hybrid automaton on such a trajectory.

**Definition 3.** ([39]) A hybrid time trajectory \( \tau = \{I_i\}_{i=0}^{N} \), with \( N \in \mathbb{N}_0 \), where \( \mathbb{N}_0 \) is the set of natural numbers including zero, is a finite or infinite sequence of intervals of the real line, such that

1. Initial condition: for all \( 0 \leq i < N \), \( I_i = [t_i, t'_i] \) with \( t_i \leq t'_i = t_{i+1} \);
2. Continuous evolution: for all \( t \in [t_i, t'_i] \), \( q(t) \) is constant and \( x(t) \) is Lipschitz continuous and differentiable, \( x(t) \in \text{Dom}(q(t)) \), and the evolution is described by \( \dot{x}(t) = f_{q(t)}(x(t)) \) for \( t \in [t_i, t'_i] \);
3. Discrete transitions: for all \( i \in \{0, 1, \ldots, N-1\} \), there is an edge \( \epsilon = (q(t'_i), q(t_{i+1})) \in E \), for which \( x(t_i) \in G(\epsilon) \), and \( x(t_{i+1}) \in R(\epsilon, x(t'_i)) \).

For ease of notation we will use \( t \in \tau \) as a shorthand for ‘there is some \( i \) such that \( t \in [t_i, t'_i] \in \tau \)’ for any \( \tau \in \mathcal{T} \). We will also always write the final interval in the sequence as a closed interval \([t_N, t'_N]\), but the reader may substitute \([t_N, t'_N]\) if required.

When considering a finite part of an infinite time trajectory, also called a partial hybrid time trajectory, we will use the notation \( \tau_{0,p} \), \( 0 \leq p \leq N, p < \infty \). This consists of the intervals \( \{I_i\}_{i=0}^{p} \), where \( I_i = [t_i, t'_i) \) for \( 0 \leq i < p \), and \( I_p = (t_p, t'_p] \) with \( t_p \leq t'_p \leq t'_p \) and \( t''_p < \infty \).

We now define how a hybrid automaton can evolve, firstly by defining

### Definition 4. (Valid Execution [39])

An execution \( \phi \) of a hybrid automaton \( H \) is a collection \( \phi = (\tau, z) \) with hybrid time trajectory \( \tau = \{[t_i, t'_i]\}_{i=0}^{N} \in \mathcal{T} \), and \( z : \tau \rightarrow Z \) a product of mappings \( q : \tau \rightarrow Q \) and \( x : \tau \rightarrow X \), satisfying

1. Initial condition: \( z(t_0) = (q(t_0), x(t_0)) \in \text{Init} \).
2. Continuous evolution: for all \( i \) such that \( t_i < t'_i \), it is the case that for \( t \in [t_i, t'_i) \), \( q(t) \) is constant and \( x(t) \) is Lipschitz continuous and differentiable, \( x(t) \in \text{Dom}(q(t)) \), and the evolution is described by \( \dot{x}(t) = f_{q(t)}(x(t)) \) for \( t \in [t_i, t'_i] \).
3. Discrete transitions: for all \( i \in \{0, 1, \ldots, N-1\} \), there is an edge \( \epsilon = (q(t'_i), q(t_{i+1})) \in E \), for which \( x(t_i) \in G(\epsilon) \), and \( x(t_{i+1}) \in R(\epsilon, x(t'_i)) \).
The set of all executions of $H$ from the initial set $\text{Init}$ is defined by $E_{H,\text{Init}}$, and the set of all executions of $H$ with initial set equal to $Z$ (the whole space) is defined by $E_H$. ■

For any hybrid time trajectory $\tau$, note that $z(t'_i)$ is not necessarily equal to $z(t_{i+1})$, due to the implicit dependence of $q$ and $x$ on the interval of $\tau$ being considered. In general, at least the discrete state will change, so that $q(t'_i) \neq q(t_{i+1})$. However, it is possible to have $q(t'_i) = q(t_{i+1})$ and $x(t'_i) \neq x(t_{i+1})$ as it happens in the most simple reset systems.

We now introduce the notion of a future unaware execution, which is a sequence of hybrid states $\phi$ in the hybrid state space of the hybrid automaton $H$, where $\phi$ does not have to follow the dynamics of $H$.

**Definition 5.** (Future unaware execution) A future unaware execution $\phi$ of a hybrid automaton $H$ is a collection $\phi = (\tau, z)$ with hybrid time trajectory $\tau = \{[t_i, t'_i]\}^N_{i=0} \in T$, and $z : \tau \rightarrow 2^Z$ is a product of multivalued mappings $q : \tau \rightarrow 2^Q$ and $x : \tau \rightarrow 2^X$, satisfying

1. Initial Condition: $z(t_0) = (q(t_0), x(t_0)) \in \text{Init}$.
2. Continuous evolution: $x(t)$ is continuous and $x(t) \in \text{Dom}(q(t))$ in every interval $t \in [t_i, t'_i]$ for $0 \leq i \leq N$.
3. Discrete transitions: for all $i \in \{0, 1, \ldots, N-1\}$, $\phi$ jumps from one location $q(t'_i)$ to another $q(t_{i+1})$; this jump does not necessarily follow the guards. The continuous state $x$ can be reset to any value in the new location domain $\text{Dom}(q(t_{i+1}))$.

The set of all future unaware executions of $H$ that start from the initial set $\text{Init}$ is defined by $E_{U,\text{Init}}$, and the set with initial set $Z$ (the whole space) is denoted by $E_U$. ■

These future unaware executions are a generalisation of the notion of Kleene closure of the set of symbols in a finite-state automaton [37]. In both cases we know that when we consider the actual structure of the finite-state or hybrid automaton, the resulting strings/executions will exist as a subset of the symbol set closure or the future unaware set respectively. Another way of thinking about it is that the future unaware executions are all the executions possible given only a hybrid state space in which they occur.

We now define a useful order on hybrid time trajectories and hybrid automaton executions, and then use it when we classify executions into types.

- $\tau = \{I_i\}^N_{i=0} \in T$ is a prefix of $\tau' = \{J_i\}^M_{i=0} \in T$, denoted $\tau \preceq \tau'$, if either they are identical or $\tau$ is finite with $M \geq N$, $I_i = J_i$ for all $i = 0, \ldots, N-1$ and $I_N \subseteq J_N$. 
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• \( \phi = (\tau, z) \) is a prefix of \( \phi' = (\tau', z') \), denoted \( \phi \preceq \phi' \), if \( \tau \preceq \tau' \) and \( z(t) = z'(t) \) for all \( t \in \tau \).

• \( \phi \) is a strict prefix of \( \phi' \), denoted \( \phi < \phi' \), if \( \phi \preceq \phi' \) and \( \phi \neq \phi' \).

**Definition 6.** ([39]) Taking \( 0 \leq N \leq \infty \), we define an execution \( \phi = (\tau, z) \) to be:

- **finite** if \( \tau \) is a finite sequence ending with a finite interval, that is \( \tau = \tau_{0,N} \) with \( t'_N < \infty \) and \( N < \infty \).

- **infinite** if \( \tau \) is a finite sequence ending with an infinite interval or an infinite sequence, that is \( \tau = \tau_{0,N} \) with \( t'_N = \infty \), or \( N = \infty \).

- **maximal** if \( \not\exists \phi' \) with \( \phi < \phi' \). 

We will assume in this work that the hybrid automaton is non-blocking (see [39]), so that maximal executions of the system are always infinite. The assumption of a non-blocking automaton simply rules out behaviours for which the model ‘gets stuck’ after a finite length of time. In general these will be artefacts of the mathematical model and not realistic behaviours. This is because a real-world system does not stop after a finite length of time, instead time continues and forces the system to keep evolving in some way. Hence, except in very specific cases, an infinite execution will always occur, so it is realistic for the model to be non-blocking.

We now classify some properties of the executions. Firstly notice that the set of valid executions of \( H \) is a subset of the class of future unaware executions, or \( \mathcal{E}_H \subseteq \mathcal{E}_U \). The set of all executions with particular initial condition \( z(t_0) \in \mathcal{Z} \) is denoted by \( \mathcal{E}_{H,z(t_0)} \) for valid executions of \( H \), and by \( \mathcal{E}_{U,z(t_0)} \) for the set of future unaware executions. The valid executions of \( H \) from a set of initial conditions \( \text{Init} \) is denoted by \( \mathcal{E}_{H,\text{Init}} \), and similarly \( \mathcal{E}_{U,\text{Init}} \) for future unaware. We also define \( \mathcal{E}_F^H \) and \( \mathcal{E}_\infty^H \) as, respectively, the sets of all finite and infinite executions of \( H \) (similarly \( \mathcal{E}_F^U \) and \( \mathcal{E}_\infty^U \) for future unaware executions). These can also be combined: the set of finite valid executions which start from \( z(t_0) \in \mathcal{Z} \) is \( \mathcal{E}_F^H_{H,z(t_0)} \) for example.

3.2. Safety and Liveness

In this section we will define the concepts of safety and liveness, which are descriptors for logical properties. In this work we do not use any particular logic, but it must be a future-time temporal logic which can express both safety and liveness properties on hybrid systems, for example linear temporal logic (LTL) [54] or computation tree logic (CTL) [24]. We assume that we
have syntax and semantics\(^1\) defined for the logic we are using, and define the satisfaction relation by the following.

**Definition 7.** (Satisfaction by Infinite Executions) Consider the hybrid automaton \(H\), and the formula \(\varphi\) defined in some temporal logic on \(H\). An infinite (possibly future unaware) execution of the hybrid automaton \(\phi = (\tau, z) \in \mathcal{E}_U^\infty\) is said to satisfy \(\varphi\) and is denoted by \(\phi \models \varphi\), if and only if \(z(t)\) satisfies the semantics of the formula \(\varphi\) in the logic. ■

This definition only defines how infinite executions can satisfy a property. It is necessary for the definition of deadness that we know how finite executions satisfy logical properties, so we define *chattering semantics* for expressions of the form \(\phi_{0,p} \models \varphi\), where the last value of the execution, \(z(t'_p) = (q(t'_p), x(t'_p))\), is repeated for the rest of time. This is a sensible semantics for continuous-time properties, where there is no notion of a ‘next state’ in the execution.

**Definition 8.** (Satisfaction by Finite Executions) Given a finite execution \(\phi_{0,p}\), we define the *chattering extension* to this execution by \(\phi^c_{0,p} = (\tau_c, z_c) \in \mathcal{E}_U^\infty\) where \(\tau_c = \{[t_0, t'_0], \ldots, [t_{p-1}, t'_{p-1}], [t_p, \infty]\}\), and \(z_c(t) = z_{0,p}(t)\) for \(t \in \tau_{0,p}\), and \(z_c(t) = z(t'_p)\) for \(t \in [t'_p, \infty)\). Then, a finite execution can satisfy a formula \(\varphi\) by considering the equivalence

\[
(\phi_{0,p} \models \varphi) \iff (\phi^c_{0,p} \models \varphi).
\]

Note that this execution extended by chattering is not necessarily a valid execution of the hybrid automaton \(H\), but will definitely belong to the set of future unaware executions. Since this is only a convention for satisfaction of logical formulae we do not worry about the real-world meaning.

We will now formally define a safety property for hybrid systems, where intuitively the idea is that ‘nothing bad ever happens’. The formal definition is based on the fact that if an infinite execution is not safe, then there must have been a point in time at which the “bad thing” happened. Safety was originally defined for discrete-time systems by Lamport in [52], although we use the definition by Alpern and Schneider [3]. Note that our generalisation of this definition to hybrid systems uses future unaware executions, as whether a logical property is classified as safety is independent on the

---

\(^1\)Syntax is the symbols we can use and the way these symbols can be combined, and semantics is the meaning of these symbols in the logic.
dynamics of the hybrid automaton – it only requires a hybrid state space to define the property on.

**Definition 9.** A formula $S$ defined on the hybrid state space $Z$ is a safety property iff for all future unaware infinite executions that do not satisfy $S$ a finite prefix can be found for which all infinite extensions do not satisfy $S$, or more formally

$$\forall \phi \in \mathcal{E}_U^\infty (\phi \not\models S \Rightarrow \exists \phi_{0,p} \in \mathcal{E}_U^F \phi_{0,p} \prec \phi \ \forall \phi' \in \mathcal{E}_U^\infty (\phi_{0,p} \prec \phi' \Rightarrow \phi' \not\models S)).$$

(5)

Safety properties in hybrid systems have typically been reduced to invariance properties, which say that ‘some bad region is never reached’. In the drillstring example, for instance, a safety property could be that we never want to get negative velocity on the drill bit (so that it is always drilling forwards into the ground).

Liveness is a property which says that ‘something good eventually happens’. It has been considered before in discrete systems, mostly in the context of verification of such systems [7, 12, 51], but has not been formally considered in hybrid dynamical systems. Here we define liveness in the context of hybrid automata, using the ideas of Alpern and Schneider [3]. The formal definition uses the fact that if ‘something good eventually happens’ and at some finite point in an execution it has not already happened, then it must still be possible to satisfy the liveness property at some point in the future. We again use future unaware executions, to make the concept of liveness independent of the actual dynamics of $H$.

**Definition 10.** A formula $L$ defined on the hybrid state space $Z$ is a liveness property iff every finite future unaware execution of $H$ can be extended to an infinite execution which satisfies $L$, or more formally

$$\forall \phi_{0,p} \in \mathcal{E}_U^F \exists \phi \in \mathcal{E}_U^\infty (\phi_{0,p} \prec \phi \land \phi \models L).$$

(6)

The key idea of liveness properties is that they cannot be directly disproved by a finite execution, as at any finite time point we do not know what will happen in the future, and so the ‘good thing’ could still happen. In dynamical systems, the idea of liveness is most clearly related to achieving a desired goal, whether it be that of reaching a useful region of the state space or that of tending to a periodic cycle of states.

We now define the way that the definitions of safety and liveness properties translate into descriptors for executions in the hybrid automaton.
Definition 11. An infinite execution $\phi \in \mathcal{E}_U^\infty$ is called safe with respect to safety property $S$ iff it satisfies the safety property, or $\phi \models S$. A hybrid automaton $H$ is safe iff $\forall \phi \in \mathcal{E}_H^{\infty, \text{Init}} (\phi \models S)$.

Definition 12. An infinite execution $\phi \in \mathcal{E}_U^\infty$ is live with respect to liveness property $L$ iff it satisfies the liveness property, or $\phi \models L$. A hybrid automaton $H$ is live iff $\forall \phi \in \mathcal{E}_H^{\infty, \text{Init}} (\phi \models L)$.

4. Relating liveness to stability-type properties

In this section, we will look at how a typical stability-type property of hybrid dynamical systems relates to a simple liveness property. This will motivate the definition of deadness in the next section.

We will use the notation of a ball of radius $r > 0$ around a point $p \in \mathbb{R}^n$, defined by $B(r, p) = \{x \in \mathbb{R}^n : \|x - p\| < r\}$, where $\| \cdot \|$ denotes the 2-norm on the Euclidean space $\mathbb{R}^n$.

In a hybrid automaton, we consider an equilibrium point as a point in space at which an execution of the system, if it starts at the point, does not change its position in space as time evolves. We will denote an equilibrium point of a hybrid automaton as $z = (q, x) \in \mathcal{Z}$, which will be referred to as hybrid-space equilibrium. The formal definition is given in Definition 16 in Section 6. Now, we will only consider the continuous-space equilibrium $x \in \mathcal{X} \subseteq \mathbb{R}^n$.

Let us consider the property of attractivity on hybrid systems, and relate it to a liveness property. Attractivity says that every trajectory which starts within a certain range of an equilibrium point will tend towards that equilibrium, reaching it eventually (in possibly infinite time or an infinite number of discrete transitions). Here we just consider global attractivity. The formal definition for global attractivity in hybrid automata is

$\mathcal{T}$ is globally attractive $\iff \forall \phi = (\tau, z) \in \mathcal{E}_H^{\infty, \text{Init}}, \lim_{t \to t_\infty} x(t) = \mathcal{T}$,

with $t_\infty = \sum_i (t'_i - t_i)$, the final time in the execution $\phi$.

In continuous-time systems without discontinuities, global attractivity is considered for all initial conditions in the state space, and theoretically this is how the definition should be considered in hybrid automata. However, due to the complexity of hybrid systems we would not usually expect every execution starting from every point in the system to converge to one equilibrium [49], so global attractivity of an equilibrium is not very useful with $\text{Init} = \mathcal{Z}$. This is why we have included the initial set $\text{Init}$ in the allowed
executions for global attractivity, as we are more likely to be interested in whether the equilibrium is attractive given a certain set of likely initial conditions, \( \text{Init} \subseteq \mathcal{Z} \). This still allows for the case when \( \text{Init} = \mathcal{Z} \) should we require it.

Rewriting the limit function with its classical definition gives us

\[
\overline{x} \text{ is globally attractive } \iff \left[ \forall \phi = (\tau, z) \in \mathcal{E}_{\mathcal{H}, \text{Init}}^\infty, (\forall \epsilon, \exists \delta > 0 \left[ t \in B(\delta, t_\infty) \Rightarrow x(t) \in B(\epsilon, \overline{x}) \right] \right].
\]  

(7)

That is, the equilibrium \( \overline{x} \) of a hybrid automaton is globally attractive if for any execution, we can select any small ball around \( \overline{x} \) and guarantee if we go far enough in time that we will enter this selected ball.

This attractivity property does not lend itself to computational proof very easily, as it involves two different quantifiers intricately linked. However, we can consider a weaker condition, an inevitability property:

\[
\forall \phi = (\tau, z) \in \mathcal{E}_{\mathcal{H}, \text{Init}}^\infty, \exists \delta > 0 \left[ t \in B(\delta, t_\infty) \Rightarrow x(t) \in B(\epsilon, \overline{x}) \right],
\]

for some chosen \( \epsilon \). Rewriting in linear temporal logic, this becomes

\[
\forall \phi = (\tau, z) \in \mathcal{E}_{\mathcal{H}, \text{Init}}^\infty \diamond [x(t) \in B(\epsilon, \overline{x})].
\]

(8)

This property says that all trajectories eventually reach some set of the space described by a ball around \( \overline{x} \).

In Equation (8), we have simply restricted (7) by considering only one \( \epsilon \), and so (7) \( \Rightarrow \) (8). An equivalent statement of this is the contrapositive:

\[
\neg(8) \Rightarrow \neg (7).
\]

(9)

Now \( \neg(8) \iff \exists \phi = (\tau, z) \in \mathcal{E}_{\mathcal{H}, \text{Init}}^\infty \square [x(t) \notin B(\epsilon, \overline{x})] \), which says that for (8) to be false we only require one infinite execution which never enters \( B(\epsilon, \overline{x}) \). So (9) says that finding one execution which disproves the liveness property \( \diamond [x(t) \in B(\epsilon, \overline{x})] \) will disprove Equation (7) which expresses global attractivity of \( \overline{x} \).

So \( \neg(8) \) requires at least one infinite execution to not satisfy the liveness property \( \diamond [x(t) \in B(\epsilon, \overline{x})] \). However, as mentioned before, finding infinite executions of hybrid automata is very hard, so we wish to define a property on finite executions which will imply that \( \diamond [x(t) \in B(\epsilon, \overline{x})] \) is not true for some set of infinite executions. If we can define and use such a property this will mean that we can disprove a global attractivity property by finding one finite execution.
In the next section, we will define deadness as such a property for disproving liveness properties with finite executions, and we will use it to disprove global attractivity of the positive velocity equilibrium in the drillstring example in Section 8.

5. Defining Deadness

Once we have specified a desired liveness property, we wish to verify whether it is actually true, and this is where the complexity arises. Liveness properties are complex to verify, since it has to be shown that for all possible initial conditions and all possible executions from these initial conditions some property holds at some point in the future. If we cannot prove liveness, a sensible plan is to attempt to disprove it, and this could in turn disprove much more general properties, like global attractivity (as discussed in Section 4). However, even disproving liveness properties involves finding counterexample executions of infinite length, as finite length executions could always be extended to something that satisfies the liveness property (by definition). Finding infinite length executions is especially hard in hybrid dynamical systems, due to the need to accurately represent a path in continuous space and time.

For this reason, we propose using another property alongside the liveness property which will disprove liveness with a finite execution if it is proved to be true. We call this property deadness: it is a concept related to dead states in automata theory. Note that, unlike safety and liveness, this property is related only to the valid executions of the hybrid automaton, not the more abstract future unaware versions.

**Definition 13.** A formula $D$ on a hybrid automaton $H$ is a deadness property for liveness property $L$ iff any finite execution which satisfies $D$ but not $L$ cannot be extended to an infinite execution which satisfies $L$, or more formally

$$\forall \phi_0, p \in E_H^F \left( \phi_0, p \models (D \land \neg L) \Rightarrow \forall \phi \in E_H^\infty \left( \phi_0, p < \phi \Rightarrow \phi \not\models L \right) \right). \quad (10)$$

We can define a deadness property for $H$ with respect to the initial set $Init$ by taking instead $\phi_0, p \in E_{H, Init}^F$ and $\phi \in E_{H, Init}^\infty$ in (10). \[\square\]

Intuitively, we are formalising the idea that ‘when we are dead, we cannot be alive again’. As deadness is a property that is defined on finite executions, we must evaluate $\phi_0, p \models (D \land \neg L)$ with the chattering extension defined in Def. 8, that is $\phi_0, p \models (D \land \neg L) \equiv \phi_{0, p}^c \models (D \land \neg L)$. 18
From their definition, deadness properties are those which can be satis-
fied by a finite execution, or more formally by the chattering infinite execu-
tion of this execution (Def. 8). The idea is that once some point in space has
been reached, the deadness property becomes true and would not become
false again if the execution always remained at this point. Some properties
which could be deadness properties (given in metric temporal logic (MTL))
are $\diamond P$ (eventually the set described by $P$ is reached), $\diamond_{[0,\bar{t}]} P$ (within $\bar{t}$ seconds a set is reached), and $\diamond \Box_{[0,\bar{t}]} P$ (eventually the set $P$ is reached and the
trajectory then remains there for $\bar{t}$ seconds).

We now define the way that the definition of deadness properties trans-
lates into descriptors for executions in the hybrid automaton.

**Definition 14.** A finite execution $\phi_{0,p} \in \mathcal{E}_{H,\text{Init}}^F$ is called dead if it satisfies the
deadness property $D$ but not the liveness property $L$, or $\phi_{0,p} \models (D \land \neg L)$.
A hybrid automaton $H$ is said to be dead if there exists at least one finite
execution of $H$ which is dead after starting in $\text{Init}$, that is

$$H \text{ is dead } \iff \exists \phi_{0,p} \in \mathcal{E}_{H,\text{Init}}^F (\phi_{0,p} \models (D \land \neg L)). \quad (11)$$

**Lemma 1.** If the hybrid automaton $H$ is dead with respect to a liveness
property $L$ and a deadness property $D$, then $H$ is not live.

**Proof.** Assume there exists $\phi_{0,p} = (\tau_{0,p}, z) \in \mathcal{E}_{H,\text{Init}}^F$ such that $\phi_{0,p} \models (D \land \neg L)$. Then for all extended executions $\phi \in \mathcal{E}_{H,\text{Init}}^\infty$, $\phi \not\models L$ or $\phi_{0,p} \not\prec \phi$ by
Def. 13. As $\phi_{0,p}$ is a finite execution, it is not maximal in $H$, and so (by
non-blocking of $H$) there must be at least one infinite execution $\phi'$ such that
$\phi_{0,p} \prec \phi'$, so $\phi' \not\models L$. Now, this is a contradiction to the required condition
for liveness of $H$ in Def. 12, so the hybrid automaton $H$ is not live.

It is important to understand that the concept of deadness only tells us
about liveness if it is proven — if deadness does not hold then this does not
prove whether $H$ is live or not. We are introducing a framework to help prove
more instances of properties on hybrid systems, as using a deadness property
can increase our ability to find counterexamples to liveness properties, by
only requiring finite executions of the hybrid automaton to be found. We
can use our dynamical knowledge of the hybrid automaton to create these
deadness properties, so that finite executions are enough to disprove liveness
— this is a new idea for formal verification of hybrid automata.
6. Finding Deadness Properties for Hybrid Systems

In this section, we will give one method for how deadness properties can be found, using dynamical properties of the hybrid system we are interested in. The idea is to find invariant sets which trap the executions of the hybrid automaton away from where the desired behaviour occurs, and then the deadness property is to show that such an invariant set is reached in finite time. Towards this goal, we give the definition of a hybrid invariant set.

**Definition 15.** A hybrid set $W \subseteq Z$ is a **hybrid invariant set** for hybrid automaton $H$ iff all executions starting in $W$ remain there for all time, or more formally

$$\forall \phi = (\tau, z) \in \mathcal{E}_{H,W} \forall t \in \tau \ (z(t) \in W).$$

A hybrid invariant set is a part of the hybrid state space $Z$ which the executions of the system cannot leave once they have entered it. As a hybrid invariant set can include parts of more than one discrete location, executions which are trapped inside the set can still make both discrete and continuous transitions.

The method we propose finds a deadness property for a liveness property that says we reach some desired hybrid set $\mathcal{L} \subseteq Z$ in the space, which is an inevitability property [16]. We will refer to this desired set $\mathcal{L}$ as the...
The deadness property is to reach any of a selection of invariant sets which trap the dynamics away from \( L \), which is also an inevitability property. Figure 3 shows the idea of this property in a visual way.

We make use of the fact that hybrid dynamical systems can have multiple equilibrium points, some of which we wish to tend to and some we want to avoid [49]. The algorithm we present does not consider more general types of limiting behaviour that can create invariant sets, although these could be added with different methods for finding the invariant sets. The other kinds of limiting behaviours are discussed in the conclusion of this work. We use here the notion of equilibria in hybrid-space, so that a point \((\vec{q}, \vec{x})\) can be an equilibrium of the hybrid automaton rather than a state vector \( \vec{x} \) simply in continuous space.

**Definition 16.** \((\vec{q}, \vec{x}) \in Z\) is a hybrid-space equilibrium of the hybrid automaton \( H \) if both of the following conditions hold:

1. \( \vec{x} \in \text{Dom}(\vec{q}) \) and \( f_{\vec{q}}(\vec{x}) = 0 \).
2. \( \vec{x} \notin G(e) \) for any \( q \in Q \) such that \( e = (\vec{q}, q) \in E \).

These hybrid-space equilibria effectively consider the dynamics in each location separately, only allowing a hybrid state to be considered an equilibrium if no continuous or discrete dynamics can change the value of an execution that starts at that hybrid state. This notion of equilibrium should be contrasted with the typical notion used in switched and hybrid systems, where equilibria are defined as points in continuous-space only, common to all locations where they exist. More formally, a continuous-space equilibrium \( \vec{x} \in \mathbb{R}^n \) is defined as having (1) \( f_q(\vec{x}) = 0 \) for every \( q \in Q \) where \( \vec{x} \in \text{Dom}(q) \), and (2) if \( \vec{x} \) ever occurs in a guard condition then it must be reset to itself (although the discrete location could change).

The continuous-space definition of equilibrium has evolved in the theory of stability of switched systems, where switching could happen at any time in the system. In such a context the only sensible idea of equilibrium will allow discrete motion to happen at an equilibrium point, as switching could happen whilst at the point. However, as we are considering the class of hybrid systems for which hybrid automata are a natural representation, and not the class of switched systems, it makes just as much sense to consider equilibria that can trap executions of the hybrid automaton in one location only. When we consider these hybrid-space equilibria we can use the methods of Lyapunov functions for continuous systems to analyse the dynamics of each location. In particular, we can find invariant sets of each set of discrete dynamics, which will be invariant sets of the hybrid automaton if they do not intersect with any guard conditions.
Input: Hybrid automaton $H$, and a live set $\overline{L} \subseteq \mathcal{Z}$ we would like to reach.
Output: A hybrid set $W \subseteq \mathcal{Z}$ which, if reached, will disprove the liveness property $\Diamond \overline{L}$.

1: $W \leftarrow \emptyset$ (initialise the hybrid dead set)
2: for all $q \in Q$ do
3:     $EQ_q \leftarrow$ find all solutions of equation $f_q(x) = 0$ in set $Dom(q)$
4:     for all $\overline{x} \in EQ_q$ do
5:         if $\overline{x} \in \overline{L}$ then
6:             remove $\overline{x}$ from $EQ_q$
7:             continue (to next $\overline{x}$)
8:         else if $f_q$ is nonlinear and $\overline{x}$ is not locally asymptotically stable then
9:             remove $\overline{x}$ from $EQ_q$
10:            continue (to next $\overline{x}$)
11:         else if $f_q$ is linear and $\overline{x}$ is unstable then
12:             remove $\overline{x}$ from $EQ_q$
13:            continue (to next $\overline{x}$)
14:         else
15:             for all $e \in E$, with $e = (q, p)$ for any $p$ do
16:                 if $\overline{x} \in G(e)$ then
17:                     remove $\overline{x}$ from $EQ_q$
18:                 break loop (and go to next $\overline{x}$ in $EQ_q$)
19:             end if
20:         end for
21:     end if
22:     if $f_q$ is nonlinear then
23:         $\overline{f}_q \leftarrow$ linearised dynamics of $f_q$ around $\overline{x}$ in domain $Dom(q)$
24:     else
25:         $\overline{f}_q \leftarrow f_q$
26:     end if
27:     $V \leftarrow$ Lyapunov function for $\overline{f}_q$
28:     $W_V \leftarrow$ invariant set of dynamics $\overline{f}_q$ created from $V$
29:     $W \leftarrow$ add $(q, W_V)$ to the set of dead sets
30: end for
31: end for
The method we propose for finding deadness properties on a hybrid system described by a hybrid automaton is given in Algorithm 1. In particular, for each location \( q \in Q \) of the hybrid automaton, the algorithm first finds all the equilibrium points it can, disregarding any equilibrium point in the desired set \( \mathcal{T} \). Then the unstable equilibria are disregarded: for locations with nonlinear dynamics only locally asymptotically stable equilibria are kept, and for linear dynamics all stable equilibria are kept.\(^2\) Every guard condition that allows executions to leave \( q \) is then tested to see if \( \mathcal{T} \) can satisfy it, and if so then \( \mathcal{T} \) is disregarded. We are then left only with equilibria of the type of Definition 16, with all these equilibria locally stable or asymptotically stable.

For each hybrid-space equilibrium point, the method then proceeds to find a Lyapunov function\(^3\) for the linearised dynamics about this equilibrium point, which is then optimised to be a Lyapunov function for the nonlinear dynamics. This creates an invariant set in the continuous space \( W_V \subseteq \mathcal{X} \) which traps all trajectories close to the equilibrium \( \mathcal{T} \in \mathcal{X} \) which exists in location \( q \in Q \). We can add this continuous invariant set to a hybrid invariant set by \( W = W \cup (q \times W_V) \), and this will create a larger hybrid invariant set \( W \).

Repeating this process in every location \( q \in Q \) around each of the stable equilibrium points gives us a hybrid invariant set which, if reached, disprove the liveness property. Therefore, the deadness property is reaching the hybrid invariant set \( W \).

7. Implementing the method to disprove liveness

We will now discuss how we have implemented Algorithm 1 to automatically find dead sets and how deadness can then be proved. We show how each part has been implemented and also discuss other methods for achieving the same ends. Most of the implementation has been made using

\(^2\)These conditions are because we follow Lyapunov’s indirect method, where we can only ensure that the stability of the nonlinear system is the same as that of the linearised system if the equilibrium is asymptotically stable. That is, the real part of the eigenvalues are strictly less than zero.

\(^3\)With an abuse in the use of Lyapunov stability terminology, we will consider that our ‘Lyapunov function’ \( V(x) : \mathbb{R}^n \to \mathbb{R}^n \) for a stable equilibrium \( \mathcal{T} \) will have the properties that \( V(x) > 0 \) for all \( x \in \mathbb{R}^n \setminus \{\mathcal{T}\} \), \( V(\mathcal{T}) = 0 \), and \( \dot{V}(x) = \frac{dV}{dx}\dot{x} \leq 0 \) for all \( x \in \mathbb{R}^n \setminus \{\mathcal{T}\} \), where \( \dot{x} \) denotes the time derivative of \( x \).
MATLAB and its Symbolic Math Toolbox.\footnote{The programs used in this paper are part of the DeadRegions Toolbox available at http://staff.cs.manchester.ac.uk/~navarroe/research/dyverse/liveness/.
}

The input to the implementation is given as a MATLAB structure describing the hybrid automaton in terms of the properties of each location (domain, dynamics, initial set and live set) and the properties of each transition (guard and reset).

7.1. Finding the stable equilibria in each location of \( H \) (lines 3–21).

It is a relatively simple task to find the equilibria of a set of dynamics, as we must just solve the equation \( f_q(x) = 0 \) for values of \( x \). There are numerical methods for finding such equilibria, which are typically iterative optimisation algorithms like steepest descent minimisation methods. As we would like to find all of the equilibrium points, it makes sense to solve the equations symbolically, as would be done by hand. For this purpose, we have used the Symbolic Math Toolbox from MATLAB, but other symbolic mathematics engines could be used (Mathematica or Maple, for instance).

For each location \( q \), we solve the equation \( f_q(x) = 0 \) to get possible equilibria \( \mathbf{x} \in EQ_q \) using the symbolic \texttt{solve} function from the Symbolic Math Toolbox. We use the symbolic \texttt{subs} function to substitute the found equilibria into (1) the domain equation, to check the equilibrium is in the domain, (2) the guard conditions, to check it is not in a guard, and (3) the live set \( \mathcal{L} \), to check it is not a desired point. If the system is nonlinear, for each equilibrium \( \mathbf{x} \) we linearise \( f_q \) around \( \mathbf{x} \) in domain \( \text{Dom}(q) \) (by obtaining the associated Jacobian matrix of \( f_q \)). We then test the eigenvalues of the Jacobian of \( f_q \) at \( \mathbf{x} \) to find the stability of the point, and remove those not locally stable — this uses the symbolic MATLAB functions \texttt{Jacobian} and \texttt{eig}, along with a linearity test for the dynamics. If \( f_q \) is linear, this step means that the eigenvalues of the linear system are checked. We get left with sets of locally stable equilibria \( EQ_q \) for each \( q \in Q \).

7.2. Creating an invariant set around a stable equilibrium point (lines 27–28).

The method we use for creating an invariant set around a given locally stable equilibrium point is due to [20], and relies on finding a quadratic Lyapunov function for this equilibrium point. There are various other methods available for finding Lyapunov functions and regions of attraction numerically in continuous systems (for instance [26, 50, 59, 66]), but we selected the
method in [20] because it can deal with arbitrary nonlinear systems to create a simple quadratic Lyapunov function. The method is made up of four parts: (1) a Lyapunov function is found for the system, which is linearised about the equilibrium point, if the system is nonlinear; (2) this function is given an arbitrarily small radius, and then the radius is optimised so it has as large an area as possible; (3) the quadratic Lyapunov function itself is optimised to have the largest area possible for the dynamics using the result of step (2) as the starting point; then (4) the resulting function is checked with a very fine mesh to make sure it is actually a Lyapunov function, and if not we start from step (2) again, using a finer mesh of vectors for the optimisation. We now give a closer look at the implementation for each of these steps.

1. Solving for a Lyapunov function of a linear vector field \( \dot{x} = Ax + b \) involves solving the Lyapunov equation, \( A^T P + PA = -Q \), where \( Q \) is chosen and positive definite, and \( P \) is positive definite. This gives us a Lyapunov function for this linearisation of the form \( V(x) = (x - \bar{x})^T P(x - \bar{x}) \). There are many algorithms available to solve such Lyapunov equations, for example [34], and the Lyap method from the Control System Toolbox in MATLAB. We use the highly efficient method f08qh from the NAG toolbox for MATLAB.

2. Given this \( V(x) \) from the first step, we start with \( V(x) < \epsilon \) for some small \( \epsilon \) — we have used \( \epsilon = 10^{-5} \). We then used fminsearchcon, a constrained optimisation method obtained from the MATLAB file exchange, to expand this to a larger region \( V(x) < \epsilon_1 \). This optimisation is made subject to the larger set still being a Lyapunov function for the nonlinear dynamics, and not intersecting the guards or the live set \( \mathcal{T} \). This optimisation is achieved through using randomised vectors spanning the space, and so the set found will be slightly different every time the algorithm is run.

3. We can then try to find a more optimal trapping set created by a new Lyapunov function \( V_1(x) = (x - \bar{x})^T P_1(x - \bar{x}) < 1 \), using \( V(x) < \epsilon_1 \) as a starting point for the optimisation. The optimisation is made over the area of the set enclosed by the equation \( V_1(x) < 1 \), with the same constraints as for step 2.

4. The boundary \( V_1(x) = 1 \) is then tested to make sure that the flow

\(^5\)The set can be checked to be a valid invariant by checking the value of the derivative on the boundary using a theorem prover such as MetiTarski [2], although this has not been implemented.
across the boundary is always inwards, and it is also checked that it does not intersect with the guard conditions or live set. This is achieved by testing the values of the functions at every point of a very fine mesh over the surface.

We should briefly discuss where numerical errors could creep in to this method. The first place is at the beginning of step 2 of the optimisation, where the Lyapunov function is given a very small radius. The correctness of this step depends on $V(x) = \epsilon$ being a trapping region for the nonlinear system: if $\dot{V}(x) > 0$ anywhere on the surface $V(x) = \epsilon$ then this is not a trapping set for the nonlinear dynamics. We have selected a very small epsilon which should be fine for most systems, but automatic checks can be built to make sure that this initial set is actually an invariant set for the nonlinear dynamics, and $\epsilon$ can be reduced accordingly if not.

The second place that numerical errors can affect the method is in the optimisation, where we rely on having a mesh of vectors over the surface of the Lyapunov function to make sure we are optimising within the region where the function creates a invariant set for the nonlinear dynamics. If there are not enough vectors then important bumps and spikes in the flow could be missed and the optimisation could continue even though the condition $\dot{V}(x) \leq 0$ has been breached. However, this problem is reduced by step 4 of the method, where the optimisation is repeated with more vectors if it does not create a suitable Lyapunov function after one run-through. [20] suggests suitable numbers of vectors to start the optimisation with for different dimensional systems, which we have used in our implementation.

7.3. Proving the deadness property

In order to prove the deadness property, we need to find at least one execution of the hybrid automaton which eventually reaches one of the dead sets. This is effectively a satisfiability (SAT) problem on the hybrid system: SAT problems are of the form ‘given a system and a logical specification, is there an execution of the system which satisfies the specification?’ We have the SAT problem ‘given our hybrid automaton $H$ and the specification ‘eventually reach a dead set’, is there an execution of $H$ which satisfies the specification?’

In the domain of computer science, specialised solvers are used for finding a solution of a SAT problem, and such solvers are many and varied in type. In the domain of hybrid systems and real-arithmetic SAT solving, there are only a few solvers available, including iSAT [27] and ABsolver [8]. Of these, iSAT is the most well developed for hybrid systems and has a easy-to-use
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Figure 4: An overview of the method to disprove liveness by proving deadness in a hybrid system.

input method, so we make use of this solver in our work. It is based on bounded model checking (BMC), relying on a fixed time-step discretisation of the dynamics of the hybrid automaton, so that on the $k$-th iteration iSAT will look at all executions of length $k \Delta t$, where $\Delta t$ is the length of the time step.

In our framework, iSAT performs BMC by first allowing trajectories of $0 \cdot \Delta t$ length, then $1 \cdot \Delta t$ length, etc, to attempt to get a valid execution stopping at the target dead zone. It stops when either it finds such a trajectory or it finds one where the intervals it works in are too small to be split again. In this case, it can decide that the trajectory is ‘unknown’ in terms of its satisfiability of the required deadness condition, but this trajectory could actually have reached the dead zone. iSAT will keep trying run lengths in terms of numbers of steps up to the maximum specified in the inputs.

The input to iSAT is a file containing a representation of the hybrid automaton, with a fixed-step discretisation of the continuous dynamics. For example, for the case study presented in the next section, we use the forward Euler’s method.

The file also defines a target region for the automaton executions — for our case it will be a mixed logic and inequality constraint specifying the dead sets that have been calculated by the implementation of Algorithm 1. The
possible outputs for iSAT are ‘unsatisfiable’, ‘satisfiable’ (with the satisfying solution returned), and ‘unknown’ (with a candidate solution returned). The candidate solution offered by iSAT when it returns with status ‘unknown’ could still be a satisfying execution, but the ‘highly incomplete deduction calculus’ [38] means that iSAT cannot always decide whether it is.

It is worth noting that although we choose the discretisation time step, iSAT overapproximates the trajectory for this time step so that the choice of the time step should not affect the proving capabilities of the system. iSAT guarantees the overapproximation is appropriate to ensure that if a candidate solution is found then we are certain it has followed from the initial starting condition. Therefore if iSAT produces a trajectory that satisfies the condition for the dead region then we assume we have found a suitable dead trajectory and we prove the deadness condition.

Using a fixed time-step discretisation of the dynamics can create problems with fast-changing dynamical systems (whether continuous or hybrid), as a large numerical error can be built up as iSAT approximates the flow. This is a problem which can only be helped by using fewer or smaller time-steps — we will look at some examples which work in the example in the next section.

8. The Drillstring Example

As we saw in the motivating example of Section 2, the drillstring model has three possible long-term behaviour patterns, driven by two equilibrium points that can be locally attractive. The ‘strength’ of the attractivity of each equilibrium point is dependent on two parameters: the driving torque at the top of the drill \( u \), and the weight on the bit \( W_{ob} \). We wish to tend to the locally attractive positive velocity equilibrium so that the drill is constantly making progress into the ground.

We consider the hybrid automaton model of the drillstring given in Fig. 5. All the continuous dynamics have the form of equation (1), with only the term \( T_{fb} \) changing with the location as defined below (see equations (2) and (3) for definitions of \( f_b \) and \( u_{eq} \)):

\[
T_{fb}(x) = \begin{cases} f_b(x_3) & \text{if } q = q_1, \\ -f_b(x_3) & \text{if } q = q_2, \\ u_{eq}(x) & \text{if } q = q_3. \end{cases}
\]
For ease of notation, we also use the following three sets:

\[
S_1 = \{ x \in \mathbb{R}^3 : (x_3 > 0) \lor (x_3 = 0 \land u_{eq}(x) > T_{sb}) \}, \]
\[
S_2 = \{ x \in \mathbb{R}^3 : (x_3 < 0) \lor (x_3 = 0 \land u_{eq}(x) < -T_{sb}) \}, \]
\[
S_3 = \{ x \in \mathbb{R}^3 : (x_3 = 0) \land (|u_{eq}(x)| \leq T_{sb}) \}.
\]

Figure 5: The hybrid automaton for the drillstring example [46].

We will look at disproving the property of global attractivity of the positive velocity equilibrium. Global attractivity being true implies that the liveness property ‘a small sphere \(L\) around the positive velocity equilibrium is eventually reached’ is also true. In fact, this liveness property is an inevitability property. Hence, we can use Algorithm 1 to find deadness properties in order to prove that, for some selection of parameters, we will never get close to the desired equilibrium. This will imply that the equilibrium is not globally attractive. We have tested our prototype implementation of the algorithm on this example with values of \(W_{ob} = 59000 \text{ N}\) and \(u = 6000 \text{ Nm}:\) from simulation we expect that the executions will have the ‘stuck’ behaviour for this values of \(W_{ob}\) and \(u\) (i.e. be attracted to the undesired equilibrium).

The algorithm analyses each location in turn, stating with \(q_1\), the positive velocity location. We give a summary of the results of the implementation.

- Analyse \(f_{q_1}(x) = 0\) in the set \(Dom(q_1) = S_1\). Find two equilibrium points at \(\overline{r}_1 = \overline{r}_3 > 0\) as the two solutions of the equations \(u - (c_r + c_b)\overline{x}_3 - f_b(\overline{x}_3) = 0\), and \(\overline{x}_2 = (u - c_r\overline{x}_3)/k_t\). The first one found is at \([2.07, 5.94, 2.07]^T\) and is unstable in the linearisation, and the second
one is at $[1.62, 6.17, 1.62]^T$ and is the desired equilibrium inside the specified live set $\overline{L}$, so move on.

- Analyse $f_{q_2}(x) = 0$ in the set $Dom(q_2) = \{x \in \mathcal{X} : (x_3 < 0) \lor (x_3 = 0 \land u_{eq}(x) < -T_{sb})\}$. Find no solutions of the equation with the current parameters, and so move on.

- Analyse $f_{q_3}(x) = 0$ in the set $Dom(q_3) = \{x \in \mathcal{X} : (x_3 = 0) \land (|u_{eq}(x)| < T_{sb})\}$. Find an equilibrium point at $x_1 = x_3 = 0$ and $x_2 = u/k_t = 6.96$. It is not the desired equilibrium, but it is stable for the chosen parameter values. It is not in any of the guards from location $q_3$ for our parameters, so we want to find an invariant set around it to use as a dead set.

- In location $q_3$, we have ‘lost a dimension’, due to $x_3 = 0$ always being true, with dynamics $\dot{x}_3 = 0$. Our implementation automatically detects this by looking at the conditions for the domain (in particular $x_3 = 0$), and as the dynamics are linear, we can allow the resulting zero eigenvalue whilst keeping stability in the $x_1$-$x_2$ plane. Let us write $y = (x_1, x_2)^T$ for the new variables after projection into the $x_3 = 0$ plane. The implementation then solves the Lyapunov equation for the restricted dynamics of location $q_3$ to get a first guess at a Lyapunov function:

$$V(y) = (y - \overline{y})^T \begin{pmatrix} 6.15 & 1.23 \\ 1.23 & 2.84 \end{pmatrix} (y - \overline{y}),$$

where $\overline{y} = (0, 6.96)^T$. Although this function would not prove attractivity of the equilibrium point in 3-dimensions, we can use it to provide a trapping set for the executions, which is what we are actually interested in.

- Starting from $V(y) < 10^{-5}$, extend this to a larger set by using the optimisation method of [20] which we have implemented, taking the domain of $q_3$ and the non-satisfaction of the guards on edges out of $q_3$ as extra constraints. Our method gives an invariant set of

$$W_{q_3} \equiv \left\{ y : (y - \overline{y})^T \begin{pmatrix} 0.652 & 0.110 \\ 0.110 & 0.410 \end{pmatrix} (y - \overline{y}) < 1 \right\},$$

in location $q_3$, which forms a hybrid invariant set of $W = \{(q, x) \in \mathcal{Z} : q = q_3, (x_1, x_2)^T \in W_{q_3}, x_3 = 0\}$ to be the dead set for the
hybrid automaton\(^6\). In terms of the termination of the computation of a larger invariant set, the termination properties are the same as in the underlying optimisation algorithm of [20].

Our algorithm has created a deadness condition (reaching an invariant set in \(q_3\)), which, if we can find at least one execution from the initial set \(\text{Init}\) to satisfy it, will disprove the liveness property of all executions of the hybrid automaton tending to the desired equilibrium.

We have attempted to find a satisfying execution using iSAT [27]. For the drillstring example, iSAT returns ‘unknown’ for all initial conditions tried, however close or far away from the dead set they are. This may be to do with the fact that the dead set we want to reach is in a lower-dimensional subspace, and it is therefore difficult to numerically check that the candidate solution offered is allowable. However, in some cases where iSAT returns ‘unknown’, the candidate solution offered actually is a satisfying dead execution, which we can check by substituting the last time point of the candidate solution into the equation for the dead set which we are attempting to satisfy. These cases that return valid candidate solutions are typically achieved by choosing an initial condition close to the dead set (in terms of time separation), which allows us to specify a much smaller time step.

For instance, choosing an initial condition of \(x_1 = 0.09\), \(x_2 = 8.5\), \(x_3 = 0.0002\) and \(q = q_1\), with time step \(\Delta t = 0.01\) s iSAT finds a dead execution in 11 steps (1 discrete transition, then 10 time steps), ending at a set of points of \(x_1 \in (0.02580196, 0.02580197)\), \(x_2 \in (8.50609831, 8.50609832)\), \(x_3 \in [0, 0]\) and \(q = q_3\). Substituting these values into \(W\), the equation for the invariant set, we find that these last points satisfy \(W\), and so we can conclude that this is a dead execution, and so the hybrid automaton \(H\) is dead for this initial condition. This is an interesting result, because (with these parameters) we know that the drillstring cannot recover from such a dead execution, and so cannot obtain the desired behaviour of getting close to the desired equilibrium. Consequently, we know with certainty that there are some initial states which we should not use to start execution of the system, and can avoid them in order to satisfy the liveness property that we reach the desired equilibrium.

For a more general result, we specify an initial set by taking intervals around the point initial condition given above, so that \(x_1 \in (0.08, 0.1)\),

\(^6\) When these results are replicated, slightly different results will be obtained due to the randomised allocation of vectors that are used in the optimisation.
$x_2 \in (8, 9), x_3 \in (0.0001, 0.0003)$ and $q = q_1$. Then, with the same time step, iSAT finds the shortest execution (in number of steps) which starts in this initial set and reaches the set $W$: actually iSAT finds an execution which makes only one discrete transition and no time steps, starting anywhere in set with $q = q_1$, $x_1 \in [0.09749999, 0.09859424]$, $x_2 \in [8.02374976, 9.0240449]$, $x_3 \in [0.00009999, 0.00030001]$, and ending anywhere in the set with $q = q_3$, $x_1 \in [0.09749999, 0.09875001]$, $x_2 \in [8.02374976, 9.0240449]$, $x_3 \in [0, 0]$, which is inside the dead set $W$. Again this is returned as ‘unknown’ but checking the result by substitution into $W$ shows that it is a dead execution, and we can conclude that the hybrid automaton $H$ is dead for this set of initial states. This is even more helpful than the previous result, as we have obtained a particularly bad execution which can satisfy the deadness condition with one discrete transition, which is a initial point we should definitely avoid.

9. Conclusions and extensions of our work

In order to disprove liveness properties in hybrid automata a novel framework has been proposed, defining a new logical property called deadness. Deadness is a dynamically-aware property of the hybrid automaton which, if true, disproves the liveness property by means of a finite execution: we usually require an infinite execution to disprove a liveness property. An algorithm has been proposed which uses dynamical properties of hybrid systems to derive deadness properties automatically when proving inevitability properties, a class of liveness which says that eventually a set is reached. The algorithm uses invariant sets around undesired equilibria as ‘dead sets’ which disprove liveness if they can be proven to be reached. Since there are methods available to implement all of the steps of the algorithm, we have made a prototype implementation in MATLAB and iSAT (a hybrid system SAT solver) and have tested it on a simplified model of an oilwell drillstring. A dead set was calculated for this model, and the deadness condition was proven to hold for selected initial conditions using iSAT, although the resulting executions had to be checked manually.

We have not solved the problem of finding dead sets for every type of behaviour that can occur in a hybrid automaton, so immediate extensions of our work may focus on other types of behaviour which can cause invariants in a hybrid system. Mainly:

1. Equilibrium points where the executions can keep jumping between locations whilst still at the same continuous point. For this kind
of continuous-space equilibrium, using multiple or common Lyapunov functions [14, 43] for the hybrid automaton may be more suitable for finding dead sets.

2. Trapping sets caused by stable periodic orbits. We have not discussed this kind of trapping set, as it is difficult to find periodic orbits in an automated way. However, there are methods which find such periodic orbits and their trapping sets [32], which could potentially be used to find more deadness conditions.

3. Convergence to an equilibrium point caused by discrete transitions (like that which occurs in switching controllers for electronic circuits [35]). This kind of stability is caused only by the existence of the discrete transitions, and is characterised by oscillating executions of the system which may (or may not) converge to an equilibrium.

The methods of proving such deadness properties can be also improved, in particular through better SAT solvers for hybrid systems, or through using already developed reachability algorithms.
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